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The series the vampire diaries takes place in the fictional city of Mystic Falls, and revolves 

around supernatural beings, such as vampires, wizards, werewolves and hybrids. The plot begins 

when the two vampire brothers Stefan Salvatore and Damon Salvatore return to the city, meeting 

Elena Gilbert. Who is a newly orphaned child, who lost her parents in a car accident. After 

discovering the existence of vampires, the lives of Elena and her friends change completely, with 

the mission of saving the city from invaders. The mission of the two brothers is to protect Elena 

and win her heart in the process, leaving the girl torn between right and wrong. Bonnie bennet is 

their ally witch, Elena's best friend, and only helps vampires when it comes to protecting her 

friend, going against her family's rules, helping a common enemy, vampires. The series spans 

eight seasons, depicting love, forgiveness, friendship, loyalty and the obvious supernatural terror.



“My name is Elena.”

(presentation)

“So, stop loving me.“

(order)

“Do not leave me.“

(order)

“I'm Sheriff Forbes.”

(profession)

“Your hair is different, I like it.”

(present simple)

“Please come in.”

(order)

“When I stop, you start over.”

(instruction)

“I'm leaving now.”

(Present continuous)

“You are right.”

(present simple)

“Do not kill him.“

(order)



Damon Salvatore is a vampire of one hundred and seventy-eight years, lost his 

parents Lillian Salvatore and Giuseppe Salvatore, having only his brother Stefan 

Salvatore, they live in the city of Mystic Falls. He became a vampire in eighteen 

hundred and sixty-four. He spent a time in captivity being studied for being a 

vampire. He was in love with Katherine Pierce until he fell in love with Elena Gilbert, 

his brother's girlfriend.



Bonnie Sheila Bennett is a witch, from the city of Mystic Falls, and is twenty-

five years old. Became an anchor that connects either side of the living and the 

dead, losing their powers. It was actually stuck in a parallel, where the same 

day was repeated, but managed to escape when his powers returned. She 

became a vampire hunter for a while and ended up saving the city from hellfire.





cartoon (desenho)                    

thriller (suspense)

musical (musical)

comedy (comédia)

romantic comedy 

(comédia romântica)

love story (filme romântico, 

romance)

war movie (filme de 

guerra)

action movie (filme de 

ação)

horror movie (filme de 

terror)

epic (épico, filme de 

época)

spoiler

soundtrack (trilha sonora)

premiere (estreia)

film review (resenha de 

filme)

scene (cena)

science fiction (ficção 

científica)

character 

(personagem)

viewer (telespectador)

screenwriter (roteirista)

stuntman (dublê)



1) Throughout the text on the series, there are six words in the 

present continuum, identify them.

2) Where does the series take place?

3) How many seasons do you have?

4) Which supernatural beings does the series portray?

5) Who lost their parents in a car accident?




